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ABSTRACT

Since technology allows tourist companies to replace expensive human labor with electronic labor, labor expenses are reduced, yet customer service concerns are often avoided. Companies and organizations face new challenges daily. Increased consumer demands and global competition result in significant adjustments in the industrialized world. On the other hand, technology can bring forth entirely new types of unintended effects. There are new prospects for the tourist sector with the rise of big data. Data mining and cloud computing are widely used in the tourist sector to extract useful information from vast quantities of data. A new tourism marketing management model based on big data can be developed with this function. This research thus presents a big data and cloud computing-integrated tourism decision-making (BC2TDM) paradigm to analyze the behavior of travel consumers. This model uses the deep learning model to forecast the travel consumer behavior to ensure a personalized tourism experience.
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Consumer behavior is a hot topic for tourism (Brune et al., 2021). This traveler decides where he wants to go and what factors influence his decision (Nguyen et al., 2020). It’s possible to define tourist consumer behavior as a collection of activities, behaviors, and decisions relating to the selection, purchase, and consumption of tourism products and services, as well as the responses that occur after that (Arora et al., 2020). Tourist behavior sets consumer behavior when buying, using, and discarding tourist services (Liu et al., 2019). Intangible services make it difficult to market the product or Service they deliver (Jiao et al., 2021). Everything from brainstorming to decision-making to order is covered (Thota et al., 2018). Public and private sector instances of big data can be
found. In addition to the aforementioned large industries (health insurance, production, and financial services), there are numerous other applications for this technology, such as helping customers and entertainment based on smart logistics technologies for e-business and mobile commerce. According to many research studies, factors such as variables that influence tourist travel behavior, tourist attitudes, and other scenario components and environmental factors all impact how personally relevant a destination is to a particular tourist (Pencarelli et al., 2020). Tourism is a mix of goods and services required by a tourist on the way to and during their stay in a location (Manogaran et al., 2018). Hotels, transportation, and ancillary services are just a few examples of what falls under this category (Gao et al., 2020). An attraction is a destination’s main selling point (Chua et al., 2020). It is critical for businesses to know their customers, how they got there, and why they bought them when traveling (Amudha et al., 2021). Using profiling, attribution, and analysis, prominent travel companies address the issue. Get this free research to see how they are doing it (Albayrak et al., 2020).

Big data may gather information about competitors in the tourism and travel sectors. Data may be gathered from various sources to understand better what other hotels and firms offer their customers (Ramprasad et al., 2014). Marketers use big data to make better judgments by evaluating their data points from exploration to selling, which is used to study customer behavioral marketing (Shakeel et al., 2021). Predictive: information used to generate educated guesses about what could happen in the future (El-Manstrlye et al., 2020). Travel agencies use booking data to create products, competitive tools, and targeted discounts (Manogaran et al., 2020). Since so much information is gathered throughout the reservation process, they can send highly customized emails to their customers (Thota et al., 2018). Customers’ dissatisfaction, overly competitive markets, insufficient and under-utilized aircraft capacity, bad labor relations, excessive government involvement, high labor expenses, and rising oil prices all play a role in this issue (Huifeng et al., 2020).

It is possible to combine internal data such as previous occupancy pricing, room income, or current reserves with external data such as local event details, travel information, or school holidays to predict and forecast demand more precisely (Huifeng et al., 2020). When there is a lot of demand, hotels may raise their revenue by controlling price and room rates (Chu et al., 2020). Events, flights, weather, and holidays are examples of external data (Abraham et al., 2020). You need both internal and external sources (Chi et al., 2020). It aids in foreseeing future needs. As a result, it aids in the management of rising demand, therefore boosting total income. The entire tourism system is based on the theory of systems. It has recognized five basic components: travelers, creating regions, transport routes, location regions, and a tourism sector operating in physiological, social, cultural, financial, governmental, and technical by smart logistics technologies for e-business and mobile commerce.

Cloud computing services geared toward individuals include Dropbox and the cloud. Final users engage with the consumer cloud through highly engaging apps. Save photos and documents to a cloud service like Dropbox and engage with the cloud. Simplifying services and resources helps control costs, and the global organization is ready for a big change in business practices. The use of the Internet as a storage medium. Tourism has grown tremendously in the last several years. Cloud computing streamlines the whole supply chain of services and resources, reducing costs and causing a seismic upheaval in the global business landscape. Over the last several years, there have been huge developments in tourism, with customers easily interacting and sharing their trip experiences through travel websites. Cloud computing provides an easy way for tourism industry players to use a web platform with more efficient services that are more productive and competitive.

The main objective of the paper:

- Consumer development in travel has certain challenges with limited engagement, exposure to customer lawsuits, and identification of the correctness of the results based on smart logistics technologies for e-business and mobile commerce.
- The cloud computing findings are transparent and may be verified at any moment due to these problems in e-business and mobile commerce.
Travelers have an edge in the environment because they may use real-time data to develop a happy mindset, go on exciting adventures, and learn about fascinating civilizations on smart logistics technologies.

Article technique focuses on BC2TDM tourist reasons, information gathering and analysis, the final choice, and assessment.

The rest of the paper follows section 2 for the literature survey of the existing method, section 3 for a proposed method for BC2TDM to be discussed on smart logistics technologies for e-business and mobile commerce, section 4 for experimental analysis, and section 5 for the paper’s conclusion.

LITERATURE SURVEY OF TRAVEL CONSUMERS’ BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS

Using a deep learning model can predict how tourists will behave, resulting in a more tailored vacation. Tourism management can benefit from this cloud computing because it allows for dynamic data handling and processing based on the below studies.

(Kim et al., 2020) proposed that virtual reality (VR) is a newer technology in tourism, and little study has been done on what makes people visit VR-presented places. The study created a theoretical framework combining authentic experience, cognitive and emotional responses, attachment, and visit intention with VR tourism utilizing stimulus-organism-response theory to fill this gap in the research. A substantial influence of authenticity on cognitive and emotional reactions was found in the study. This shows the importance of authenticity in virtual reality tourism as important mediators in predicting attachment and visit intention; cognitive and emotional reactions were significant in the study.

The tourism sector is a major factor in the monetary and economic growth of South Asian countries. Because of this, politicians should prioritize measures that promote tourism in their districts and states. (Lei et al., 2021) discussed the impact of tourism on the country’s economy, particularly in terms of GDP and new company ventures, which can be favorable. A look at the travel industry’s impact on personal finances and employment was conducted as part of this study. Data analysis uses the radial neural network (RNN) and FPGA technologies. Tourism has a positive and significant impact on economic growth, as well as a long-term relationship between employment and research factors.

(Fuchs et al., 2014) introduced a brand-new information infrastructure that has just been put in place in Sweden’s top mountain tourism destination. A business intelligence approach to the destination management information system (DMIS) enables tourism destinations to improve their organizational learning. The discussion concludes with a research strategy based on data gathered from destination stakeholders and a prototype BI-based DMIS infrastructure that can be implemented in the future.

(Xiang et al., 2020) detailed to start a debate on the nature and future of information technology and tourism research (ITT). According to the authors, ITT research focuses on application rather than theory development, a branch of information systems. This article challenges the authors’ fundamental assumptions and evidence. One could argue that ITT has made significant contributions to tourism research because of the convergence between information technology (IT) and tourism. Our strategy for future ITT research focuses on innovation, sustainability, well-being, quality of life, and smart governance in response to the extraordinary catastrophe produced by the COVID-19 pandemic, among other topics.

(Chen et al., 2020) developed to better understand urban travel planning and behavior, taxi floating car data has grown in importance over the last decade. During rush hours, various factors impact people’s mobility options, from the ratio of residential and business property types in an area to the number of schools, hospitals, and bus lines in the area. Using taxi, metro smartcard data, and GPS trajectories from Mobike, the most popular shared bicycle, according to this study, multimodal travelers’ spatial and temporal patterns were examined, estimating mode choices for peak and off-peak periods by using socioeconomic and demographic data as well as various trip-related factors in Binomial Logit models (BNLs).
(Shen et al., 2020) discussed a three-dimensional conception of consumer value co-creation and examination of perceived online interaction as its primary precursor in the context of the Chinese online travel community. Because of this, it is possible to conceive the value co-creation behaviors of Chinese online travel community members in the form of a three-dimensional model made up of three components: engagement, personalization, and reliance, with online interaction serving as the trigger.

(Han et al., 2020) proposed Congestion control is less critical than ensuring that travelers have an effective way to manage their travel demands. Tour reservation systems (TRS) based on demand response have grown important in managing travel demand. The TRS-released Integrated Travel Reservation Information (ITRI) is critical in determining tourists’ holiday travel destination and departure time choices, rarely examined. Traffic congestion is not as critical as the ability of people to manage their travel needs. These insights can be used to build tourism demand management and maintain a balance in the distribution of tourists across the country and the world.

(Cheng et al., 2020) detailed for better understanding how customers engage with travel vlogs and how that affects word-of-mouth (WOM) and their trip intention, as well as their actual travel behavior. The idea of resonance was used in this study, which combined cognitive and emotional elements of watching trip vlogs. This study drew on resonance and examined the cognitive and emotional elements of watching travel vlogs. No prior study has combined vlogs watching experiences, engagement behavior, and future trip intention in a tourism environment. As a result of this research, a void has been filled in the body of knowledge about customer involvement, media consumption, and marketing.

(Issaoui et al., 2021) defined the advent of smart logistics; humans are no longer required to perform tasks assigned to intelligent products and services. Smart logistics has conflicting requirements on learning practical logistics management talent in terms of expertise type, holds data, capacity, and reliability. Logistics management students will be better prepared for careers in smart logistics thanks to a curriculum that incorporates smart logistics characteristics into the traditional curriculum.

(Liu et al., 2020) introduced how social media influences visitors’ travel decisions on a wide range of travel-related components during the decision-making process. Further, this study investigates how visitors utilize social media and how that impacts the six travel components they choose: destination, transportation and lodging, food and dining activities, attractions, shopping and leisure activities, and leisure activities. This exploratory empirical inquiry may yield comprehensive knowledge and lay the groundwork for further in-depth studies in the future. It looks like a qualitative inquiry will have to do for the time being.

(Ioannou et al., 2020) presented Considering the growing privacy concerns about the increased collection and use of biometric and behavioral information for travel facilitation; this study examines travelers’ online privacy concerns (TOPC) and its impact on their willingness to share data with travel providers. Structured equation modeling was used to examine the theoretical model’s predictions about the causes and consequences of TOPC’s use of biometric and behavioral data obtained from 685 passengers. By finding several significant individual variables that shape TOPC, the results further add to the Antecedents – Privacy Concerns – Outcomes (APCO) framework. The findings demonstrate empirically that privacy preferences are context-dependent and reveal that despite visitors’ privacy concerns, they are nonetheless eager to disclose their behavioral data.

(Lojo et al., 2020) mentioned the number of Chinese visitors visiting Europe had increased almost greatly in the previous decade, with 6 million arriving there last year. Understanding tourists’ behavior helps locations be managed better, and the visitor experience improves. For these reasons, we conducted this study, which focuses on Chinese visitors’ motives, expectations, and satisfaction levels and the key distinctions between young Chinese and older Chinese tourists. There has been a mean analysis, a one-factor ANOVA, and a multivariate analysis of variance. More senior travelers differ significantly from younger ones regarding travel plans, reasons, expectations, and trip assessments. Independent excursions were preferred by the younger visitors, while the more senior crowd preferred complete group packages.
(Hashim et al., 2020) proposed that the Internet has a huge impact on people’s daily lives in the age of globalization since it makes travel more affordable, simpler, and more efficient. But just a little study has been done on how young travelers book and plan their vacations using mobile phones or smartphones. This pilot study uses quantitative approaches to analyze the validity and reliability of the measures used to evaluate the factors impacting the usage of mobile travel applications by domestic tourists in the United States.

Based on these findings, it has been determined that the measuring tools employed in this investigation are reliable and that the data are logically normal. This study backs up the instruments recommended for further investigation source of income for e-business and mobile commerce.

**Travel Consumer’s Behavior Analysis With Big Data And Cloud Computing**

There are many different types of influences. Personal, societal, situational, and economic influences all have a role in determining consumer behavior. Identifying a person’s requirements is possible when these elements are understood. There’s a lot of unpredictability in the tourist sector right now. As a result of traveling, one might experience a shift in perspective that can re-energize one’s thoughts. Even a short trip from a small village to a major metropolis may refresh one’s outlook and energy. Another reason to go on a trip is to better understand a new culture and its traditions. To move from one location to another, particularly over a short distance from a business strategy shift, is a simple difference in a business model changing the value proposition. A shift in customer demographics based on a change in the source of income for e-business and mobile commerce.

Figure 1 says tourist means individuals who travel to enjoy themselves. It includes sightseeing and camping activities. Tourists are called those who travel for enjoyment. The register is a variety of languages for a certain function or social environment. Tourism contribution registrations are utilized throughout their engagement by travelers and tourism service suppliers. A tourist visits a location notably on holiday for pleasure and interest. Tourism is one of the most visible and developing industries in terms of contributions. This industry is a key factor in increasing the economy of a nation.
The term booking used in a hotel denotes a guest’s room reservation or reservation. Site managers are responsible for ensuring the completion of a building project on time and within budget. A person who oversees the operations of a hotel, motel, resort, or other similar accommodation is a hosteller, hotel manager, or accommodation manager. Most navigators can comprehend how to utilize their navigation equipment, compass, and map and find themselves near the destination.

$$h_i = (p - \sum h_i \sin \left( \frac{1}{\beta} \right)^* \left( \frac{h}{i} \right) \left( \sqrt{p} \right))$$

(1)

Building and enhancing the administration of information infrastructure. Equation 1 denotes $h$ for login management, $i$ for a password for login, $p$ for human number, $\sin$ for the trigonometric function of login, $\beta$ for the mathematical function of the management. It developed the tourism management information system to help the Caribbean countries better manage and develop their tourist industries. Smart logistics technologies enhance the company’s ability to adapt to the changing market conditions.

$$\left( Q, M \right)_2 = \left| M \left( n \right) \right| M^n \frac{M^2}{2 (Q, n)}$$

(2)

Equation 2 denotes $Q$ for data storage through the sensor, $M$ for analysis of patient reports through the cloud, $n$ for heart rate monitor. This system helps to efficiently manage consumer data which tourism and hospitality businesses may utilize for diverse promotional & direct marketing operations. MIS information assists a management control, transaction processing, strategic planning, and operational control organization. Equation 2 is represented in the format of fraction, and it is divided by 2 to monitor heart rate through the cloud for e-business and mobile commerce.

Figure 2 says all industries that directly supply goods and services to enable entertainment, entertainment, and entertainment beyond the home environment are in the tourist sector. Transmit the attraction or communicate amongst enterprises, tourism relies significantly on telecommunication, among other things. A guest is termed a hotel client, motel. Welcome with this word like more than a consumer. Social media play an important role in many tourist elements, particularly in the search for information and decision-making, the promotion of tourism, and the development of best practices for consumer contact. Using a deep learning model can predict how tourists will behave, resulting in a more tailored vacation. Tourism management benefits from the flexibility and scalability of cloud computing for e-business and mobile commerce. Web-based travel agent: is a business that provides information on the location and lodging and offers trips via the Internet. Facebook is characterized as a website for social networking where users may establish profiles and share information about themselves, such as photographs and quotations, and reply or link to other people’s information. Social media allows young people, in particular, to share with a large audience the most important memories of their journeys. User refers to someone who uses something, such as a smoker or a website visitor. A data layer is an object that collects standardized data on a website. When it comes to booking flights, hotels, car rentals, and other services, computer booking systems (CRS) are electronic systems used to store and retrieve data. It is an enterprise that sells the goods over the telephone and has to attain a specific number of sales each day. The flight center is a call center travel agency case in point. Travel data refers to the sale of items and services relating to travel, availability, timetables, pictures, descriptions, locations, and other related data. There are several kinds of promotion in sales in the leisure, travel, and tourism sector. The major advantage for the consumer is that the airline pays for miles, often known as points, which reduce the cost of future trips on every flight.
Equation 3 denotes $A$ for total researchers, $s$ for some developers, $\gamma$ for adaptive learning, $a$ for travel performance in content creation, $\beta$ for creativity travel, $\sin^{-1} D$ for the trigonometric function of digital assessment. A customer profile gives all about the folks who wish to add to the customer list. In the tourism email marketing process, an agency and a client are trusted and converted into the loyal client through email marketing. The participants of the travel network can locate travel or locals in a region they desire to visit. The various sources to acquire data are pamphlets, handbooks, tourist information offices, guide books, tour operators, publications, newspaper articles, and even personal experiences are examples of this type of communication medium for e-business and mobile commerce.

$$A = s^{-\gamma} \cdot (a + \beta^2) - \sin^{-1} D$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

Equation 4 says $a$ on finding sensor objects, $b$ for learning speed, $r$ on cities’ success rate. Machine learning is the process of creating models that can accurately anticipate a result based on input data. As more data is entered into the system, statistical approaches allow machines to increase accuracy. Patterns may be found more easily when there is a greater variety and richness of data to work with.

$$a_b = 1 - \varnothing (b^r) \cdot (1 - \int a) + a^b$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

Figure 2. Travel agent management in deep learning

Figure 3 the management of client relationships includes profiling the customer’s database, understanding their requirements, and creating the most appropriate services with them. System user denotes an individual who provides access to the Service Service and accounts through a system manager or bank at the request of a System Manager. Booking management tracks different travel costs.
and develops a complete travel strategy based on corporate travel organizations. Login management can assist organizations to keep their user-based licensing compliance and aid with user-based license transparency. The management of hotels includes the administration of everything linked to the hotel business. To obtain an establishment in this sector, one has to study all the hotel business skills, including marketing, hotel management, catering administration, housekeeping, and accounts.

\[
k\left(x_1 + x_2\right) = \lim_{d \to 0} d \ast k - \pi k + \frac{x_1}{x_2}
\]

Equation 5 denotes \(k\) for total cities profile, \(x\) for visualization of transport, \(d\) for security modeling. By integrating the data they gather with publicly available information, hotels may use big data to aid in their revenue management strategy. It gives hoteliers, in particular, the ability to do a more accurate prediction of hotel room demand using predictive analytics. Businesses may learn more about their consumers, acquire a competitive advantage, and expand strategically by studying big data. Some other problems for passengers will always have to deal with issues like lost luggage, delayed flights, cramped seats, uncomfortably small cabins, customer service and hidden fees, along with smart logistics technologies for e-business and mobile commerce.

\[
B_e = \cos j(B > B_e) + 1)j
\]

Equation 6 says \(B\) for some of the air security, \(e\) for group sensor, \(j\) for review of the result, \(\cos\) for the trigonometric function of computers. Big data refers to the huge volume of organized and unstructured data collected every day by a company. Hotels may utilize big data to help manage revenue initiatives. They can forecast the demand for rooms more precisely. Key performance measurements include data such as previous occupancy rates and current reservations.
Figure 4 says personal travel is travel abroad for personal reasons not associated with the university’s employment or education abroad. The tourism needed internally is the tourism for the visitors, resident and not resident, in the country’s economic territory of reference. As the worldwide network of biological and cultural factors that give value and direction to decisions, conduct, and travel experience, tourist motivation may be described. These include, among other things, the expense of transit, food, and car miles. In addition, firms can claim tax relief for those costs as with any reasonable business expenses. The gathering of data aims to help plan the activities of the organization. Tourist evaluation is the most suitable way to demonstrate the industry’s worth for an economy. The tourism strategy itself should be viewed as equally essential. The value perceived for a tourist location constitutes a trade-off between benefits and costs, with positive effects on the benefits dimension and negative impacts on the perceived value of the cost aspects. Travel in propagation is spreading an idea, information, etc. The word alludes to the end of anything or something that might result in death. An example of a computer terminal is the keyboard and screen where books are searched at the library.

\[
P = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \sum R_j * \left( P - \sqrt{2(R + 2)} \right)
\]

Equation 7 explained \( P \) on communication, \( R \) for the mediator, \( f \) on motivation. Big data may be beneficial in several ways for the travel business to make more judgments based on facts. Their ability to more properly forecast future demand, optimize pricing strategies, focus marketing more accurately, and improve customer experience.
\[ X = U_0^g \left( g^2 \right) + \tan^{-1} 2g \left( U * 3\varphi^2 \right) \] (8)

Equation 8 explained \( X \) for traveler migration to another place, \( U \) for unified space, \( \tan^{-1} \) for the trigonometric function of self-learners, \( g \) for feedback about the manager, \( \varphi \) for distance learning approach. Using data mining techniques to segment tourists’ activity patterns, the conceptual framework in this study represents an innovation in the way travelers look for travel information on mobile devices, which is subsequently utilized as a tool to offer travel information to each user.

Figure 5 says the computer serving webpages is a web server, and the software provides web pages as requested. Self-service providing technology has been deployed irregularly at various phases of travel and in various places. Useful discussion every time get the opportunity and every attempt to make a favorable impression in utility pursing. When cloud providers give many clients or customers temporary and scalable services, resource sharing is provided. The fundamental volume measurement is tourist visits or tourist arrivals. It is the total number of tourists coming during a period generally a year to the particular place. The second-largest statistical volume is the average stay duration assessed day or night at the destination. A route is an event schedule for the planned journey, usually comprising tours to be seen and transported between these towns at certain times and transportation methods.

\[ C = T_i \left( C_i * \sigma \right) + \frac{1}{\left( 2\pi - T^3 \right)} \] (9)

Equation 9 says \( C \) for finding objects, \( T \) for tutors, \( l \) for custom learning, \( \sigma \) for the full visitor, \( \pi \) for the radiant function of the learners. Cloud computing provides organizations with pay computer

Figure 5. Cloud computing in manage customer details
services such as storage, apps, and servers on-demand. Cloud technologies may significantly assist travel firms in reducing their business costs while giving clients a smooth travel experience in the present economic downturn.

\[ E = \frac{1}{5} \left( \frac{\mu^2}{F_2 + m} \right) \left( 2(F + E_m) \right) \]  

(10)

Equation 10 explained \( E \) for a total number of logins, \( \mu \) for visitor mark, \( F \) for social network interactions, \( m \) planning, and scheduling courses. In recent years, tourism has seen significant upheaval. Cloud computing simplifies the total supply of services and resources, helps reduce costs, and the worldwide company is destined to revolutionize the way companies are done.

Figure 6 says visualizing means imagining, painting a picture, or making something visible in the head. A map contains information on existence, place, and distance on soil characteristics, such as inhabited sites and transit and communication routes. The website enables consumers or end-users to access the site with online booking capabilities. The Travel Portal offers its clients significant benefits. The more use of the Notebook of traveler, the more create a skateboard. Processing data, computer manipulation of data. Deep learning enables companies to identify new consumers who want to benefit from travel discounts, optimize advertising spending in real-time and anticipate which locations will open or close borders that they can more easily adapt to market trends. Data mining is how information from big data groups may be discovered. Batch processing includes credit card transactions, bill creation, operating system input, output

Figure 6. Big data and cloud computing in travel customer
processing, etc. We take many types of information simultaneously during parallel processing. Customer travel is organizing, making a reservation for, booking a holiday or travel package, booking travel reservations, accommodation, air, train, boat, bus, or other means of transportation, or hotel or other accommodation for international or domestic travel. A dream is a mental activity that occurs when you sleep. Travel planning is a set of measures to support safe, healthy, and sustainable travel alternatives by a business, school, or other organization. Reservation is an act to reserve a place, a meal, a seat, a flight, a journey, etc. Expenditures of travel connected to the conduct of business operations are travel expenses.

\[
(K - 1)^2 = \int \delta(G) \cdot (\log G + \frac{\tau}{(\sigma - 1)^2}) + \frac{K}{G} \cdot \sqrt{G} \quad (11)
\]

Equation 11 says \( K \) to find the end-users, \( \delta \) for consumer platform, \( G \) for guest, \( \log \) for the logarithmic function of innovative learning spaces, \( \sigma \) for modern, \( \tau \) is the time taken to deliver contents. Customers can get help from cloud-based customer service and contact center software hosted and downloaded from the Internet. Smart logistics technologies for e-business and mobile commerce. Companies must have their servers on-site to use the cloud, which is expensive to store, operate, and maintain.

\[
o_q(t + o^n) = \left(\frac{u}{q}\right)^n \frac{L}{(1 - \vartheta^2)} \cdot \cot 4u(t) \quad (12)
\]

Equation 12 says \( o \) for the traveler in data mining, \( \vartheta \) for orientation, \( \cot \) for the trigonometric function of consumer, \( q \) for planning database, \( t \) for predict database, \( u \) for data processing. Cloud computing is termed for its distant cloud or virtual environment. The information is accessible. Clients can store files and programs on remote servers and then access the entire data via the Internet with cloud services.

This study has three main goals: to examine how to integrate all three dimensions of e-commerce into a more sustainable system that will benefit both stores, customers, and the environment shown in figure 7. These three components have been studied separately and not combined in the past. By looking at the trade-offs between social-economic, economic-environmental, and environmental-social, this study provides new insights.

\[
(Q, M)_2 = (p - \sum h_i \sin \left(\frac{1}{\beta}\right)) \ast (K - 1)^2 \quad (13)
\]

\[
\sqrt{G} = \frac{1}{(2\pi - T^3)} - T_i(C_i \ast \sigma) \quad (14)
\]

Manufacturers, retail chains, and customers must work to ensure that e-commerce can achieve sustainable solutions in manufacturing, containers, transferring, and lowering shipment results, in addition to creating a favorable environment based on equations (13) and (14). The cost of processes,
and the price of production, shipping, and composting, will be reduced due to the collaboration, which will benefit all stakeholders.

BC2TDM provides a competitive advantage for e-commerce and mobile commerce for tourism businesses by enhancing consumer demand decision accuracy and encouraging tourism growth for e-business and mobile commerce.

Result And Analysis Of Travel Consumers Using Cloud Computing In Big Data

In the travel sector, big data may be useful in various ways, helping businesses make better-informed decisions. These capabilities include better predicting future demand, optimizing pricing tactics, and better target marketing. Cloud-based analytics and other Big Data technologies, such as Hadoop, make it possible to store a large amount of data and show it logically. It gives travel and tourism companies the ability to respond quickly to shifting client demands. Cloud computing has the potential to improve customer happiness and retention for businesses. Because of this,
travel businesses may provide their clients access to their information and itineraries at any time in real-time. Travel firms can create more tailored experiences by utilizing current client information from the dataset [37].

**Determination Of Time Trajectory**

Figure 8 denotes when an item is projected and lands; the amount of time it takes to fly is referred to as the duration of the flight. Initial velocity and projection angle are the primary factors in determining this. The maximum height of the projectile is reached when the vertical velocity of the projectile is zero. Control theory uses the term trajectory to describe a time-ordered set of states for a dynamical system as x-axis based on time and y-axis for online demand ratio for smart logistics technologies for e-business and mobile commerce. A trajectory is a series of values produced by repeatedly applying a mapping to a single element in the source data for discrete mathematics.

**Figure 9. Trip index**
**Improvement Of Trip Index**

Figure 9 refers to the travel time index informing you how much longer; on average, travel times are when there’s a lot of traffic than when there’s not as much. The buffer index denotes the extra time required, whereas the planned time index represents the overall amount of time required to travel between the two points. The traditional four-step transportation forecasting technique is frequently used to predict travel demand, and trip generation is the first stage. In other words, it estimates how many trips will originate or end up in a specific traffic study zone.

**Detailed of Hourly Ridership of Taxi**

Figure 10 says while taxi drivers’ search behavior for distinct observation periods has not been examined, prior research results paid less attention to the link between land use and passenger demand. This study examines the behavior of taxi drivers in Shenzhen and the demand from customers using taxi trajectory data. Airport pickup and drop-off optimization using passenger demand and projected customer waiting times as a guideline. This study can assist taxi drivers in locating a new passenger, and passengers identify a cab’s location more simply by searching for a new passenger.

**Distribution Of Digital Sales**

Figure 11 specifies travel agencies will rank higher in search engine results if you use digital marketing to promote business. Travel websites near the top of search results are more likely to close sales because of this. The use of digital marketing tools improves the reputation of a company. For travel professionals interested in reimagining the consumer experience, there is no better conference than Digital Travel. Get the resources you need every time with travel professionals entirely focused on influencing the industry’s future in one location.

**Development Of Traffic Level**

Figure 12 denotes this information to understand better how huge trucks affect traffic flow or track changes in volume. Road volume count keeps track of how many cars pass over a certain stretch of road in a given period. To describe a traffic flow survey, you may use the term traffic volume research, and it’s a technique for figuring out how much traffic is on the roads at any given moment in a certain region.
The proposed paradigm BC²TDM enhances tourism consumer demand decision accuracy, encourages tourism growth, and increases competitiveness for smart logistics technologies for e-business and mobile commerce.

CONCLUSION

The essay discusses the relevance and need of travel customers, with particular attention paid to the human-computer interaction. Ultimately, the paper provided a creative and appealing paradigm. An extensive review of the literature on smart logistics has yielded a conceptual framework that divides contributions into 3 groups, each with a few sub-categories. Physical health is critical for consumer travel in several environmental areas. It gives information that may be shared with anybody and allows access to it anytime needed. It aids in creating an environment where cloud computing resources
may be used with confidence. In an interface paradigm, the author shows a participant and a sensor. The vast amounts of travel-related data can easily access a variety of services. On-demand network access to quick scaling that reduces operational monitoring and capital expenses is an emerging discipline that helps decision-making sectors efficiently use their cloud computing hardware and software resources. It has broadened the computer program and provided an international stage for environmental creatures. Many industries can benefit from it, including businesses and sports. Traditional looks to be less popular in the future. Visitors to their tourism destination will benefit greatly due to their participation. According to the idea that a user should be offered several services, an unconventional user interface is required. Unfair competition and rising consumer demand force businesses to turn to cutting-edge technologies like IoT, AI, and Blockchain to better manage their supply chains. An objective evaluation of the integration of digital logistics by scholars and scientists is needed. The paper discusses how intelligent pedagogical agents may check consumer health while traveling and provide educational services. A well-trained travel consumer population would all be harmed by order, law, participation, consumer efficiency, and quality of life for the community's residents. The proposed paradigm BC²TDM enhances tourism consumer demand decision accuracy 93.1%, encourages tourism growth 95.7%, and increases competitiveness 95.2% for tourism enterprises for smart logistics technologies for e-business and mobile commerce.
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